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Abstract. The cut-on/cut-off transition of a slowly vary
ing acoustic mode in a slowly varying hard-walled duct with 
irrotational isentropic mean flow is studied. The usual turn
ing point behaviour was found. 

1. Introduction 

There is no one who influenced my scientific life 
more than David Crighton (and it would have been 
more if I wasn't so head-strong now and then). Of 
course, as a PhD supervisor, he directed me in a 
subtle way in exactly the right direction by provid
ing exactly the right problems. Most striking, how
ever, for me, as an applied mathematician educated 
in a non-British style, was how he taught me not 
just to solve a problem by mathematics, but real
ly to unravel a problem from inside out by using 
mathematics as a language. In modern terminolo
gy: when solving a real world problem he consid
ered the modelling phase as a crude form of the 
asymptotic analysis, and used the mathematical 
language right from the start. (This is, of course, 
the common way in British applied mathematics). 
But also later his steering influence was sometimes 
crucial. A for me important example is the follow
ing. When I found the exact multiple scale solution 
for sound propagation in a slowly varying lined flow 
duct, I did not consider it important enough for a 
journal like JFM, and I succeeded to keep my ini
tial publication [4] a well kept secret. 
Fortunately, I met David Crighton and Nigel Peake 
at a Euromech Colloquium in 1997 in Schevenin
gen. Nigel and I came to talk about the problem 
of sound transmission in varying ducts, and I men
tioned, almost in passing, my solution. I remember 
David's reaction very vividly, when he was called to 
our discussion. He approached us with: "And where 
did this man say he published his solution ... ?!" . 
The mild sarcasm worked well enough. I knew I 
had to publish it as quickly as possible. I gener
alized the solution for an annular duct, included 
some figures, and published it in [5]. 

Apart from direct aeronautical engine applications 
[6], one ofthe opportunities this solution offers is a 
better understanding of the cut-onlcut-off transi
tion of a mode in a hard-wall flow duct, also known 
as a turning point problem. This was done for the 
no-flow case by [3]. Here, we will extend this to 
include the effect of flow. 

2. Physical model 

Consider inside the cylinder r = R(X), X = EX, an 
isentropic irrotational flow, described by velocity v, 
potential ¢, density p, pressure p and sound speed 
c. We split it up in a stationary part and acoustic 
harmonic perturbations 

v = V + veiwt , ¢ = CI> + ¢eiwt , p = D + peiwt , 

p=P+peiwt , c=C+ceiwt . 

This yields for mean flow field (in dimensionless 
form) 

C2 

V·(DV) = 0, 2"IVI2 + , -1 = E, (1) 
1 

C2 = ,P = D'Y-1 
D 

(, is the ratio of specific heats, while E is the 
Bernoulli constant). For the acoustic field we have 

p=C2p, iwp+V·(DV¢+pV) =0, (2) 

iw¢+ V·V¢+ ~ = o. 

[The sound speed perturbations play no role, of 
course.] 
As we are interested in the cut-on/cut-off transi
tion, which in general does not occur for modes in 
a soft-walled duct, we consider only a solid duct 
wall, so the normal velocity vanishes at the wall 
(see [5] for the more general case of a lined wall). 
The mean flow is assumed to be free of swirl, irra
tational and nearly uniform, while duct entrance 
effects are absent. This implies that the mean flow 
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field is essentially a function of X, rather than X, 

and to leading order given by 

V(X, r; c) = U(X)ex + c:Vr(X, r)ey + 0(c:2) 

Whenever possible, we ignore in the asymptot
ic expansions the implied indices. The mean flow 
pressure, density and sound speed are to leading 
order also functions of only X [5]. 
After elimination of p and p, the acoustic field is 
described by 

3. The multiple scales solution 

For a uniform flow in a straight duct, the acoustic 
field is known to be described by circumferential
radial modes. In accordance with WKB theory, the 
modal spectrum of waves in a slowly varying medi
um varies along with the slow variations, with only 
very little intermodal interference if the eigenvalues 
are well enough separated. Therefore, we introduce 
for the slowly varying case the WKB-Ansatz 

if;(x,r,{};c:) = (4) 

A(X, r; c:) exp ( -im{} - ic:-1jX/-L(e; c:) de) 

where if; will be any slowly varying 'mode'. Fol
lowing [5], we obtain after expanding A(X, r; c:) = 

A(X,r) + O(c:), /-L(X;c:) = /-L(X) + 0(c:2) from the 
leading order equation the solution 

A(X, r) = N(X)Jm(a(X)r) (5) 

where Jm is the m-th order Bessel function of the 
first kind [1]. The boundary condition of vanishing 
normal velocity yields to leading order the follow
ing equation for 'eigenvalue' a(X) 

J:n(a(X)R(X)) = O. 

With j:nn the n-th zero of J:n, we have a = j:nn/ R. 
a and /-L are related by the dispersion relation 

It is convenient to introduce the reduced axi
al and radial wave numbers a and " which 
are really /-L and a scaled by wand with
out the pure convection effects, such that a = 
J1 - ,2, where, = j:nnVC2 - U2/wR, and /-L = 
w (Ca - U) / (C2 - U2 ). We define the square root 

such that Re(a) ~ 0, and Im(a) ~ O. For the 
present hard-wall geometry, is only real. When 
, < 1, a is--real positive and the mode is called 
propagating or cut-on. When, > 1, a is nega
tive imaginary and the mode is called evanescent 
or cut-off. 
By various manipulations applied to the higher 
order equations (see [5] for details), we obtain the 
following expression for amplitude N(X) 

C )1/2( (6)N=Q R2Da ' 

where Q is a constant. 

4. The turning point problem 

An important property of expression (6) for N is 
that it becomes invalid when a = O. So when the 
medium and diameter vary in such a way that 
at some point X = Xo wave number a vanish
es, the present solution breaks down. In a small 
interval around Xo the mode does not vary slowly 
and locally a different approximation is necessary. 
In the terminology of Matched Asymptotic Expan
sions [2], this is a boundary layer in variable X. 

Xo 
r

I 

~I 
--------+-------
~I 

I 

I 
 a 

Figu.re 1. Turning point Xo, where a mode changes from 
cut-on to cut-off. 

When a2 changes sign, and a changes from real 
into imaginary, the mode changes from cut-on to 
cut-off. If Xo is isolated, such that there are no 
interfering neighbouring points of vanishing a, no 
power is transmitted beyond Xo, and the wave has 
to reflect at Xo. The incident propagating mode is 
split up into a cut-on reflected mode and a cut-of 
transmitted mode. Therefore, a point where wave 
number a vanishes is called a "turning point" . 
Assume at X = Xo a transition from cut-on to 
cut-off, so 

da5 
ao = 0, dX < 0, 1, ,~ > 0,,0 = 

CoCb - UoUb ~ 0 
1"'12 u.2 --R>' vo - 0 0 
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where subscript "0" indicates evaluation at X = 

Xo· 
Consider an incident, reflected and transmitted 
wave of the type found above. So in X < Xo, where 
a is real positive, we have the incident and reflected 
waves 

¢ = n(X) i xJa(X) Jm(ar) e£ Jxo ct~Ju2dX' (7) 

i IX wCer dX' i IX wCu dX']x [ e-£ Xo CL U2 +Re£ Xo CLU2 

with reflection coefficient R to be determined and 

n(X) = Q (~) 1/2
DR2 

In X> Xo, where a is imaginary negative, we have 
the transmitted wave 

n(X) i JX wU dX' 
¢ = T .l (ar) e£ Xo CLU2 (8)

Ja(X) m 

_1 JX wClul 
xe • Xo ~dX' 

with transmission coefficient T to be determined, 
1· ~ 

while fo = e-4"7rl vial will be taken. 
This set of approximate solutions of equation (3), 
valid outside the turning point region, constitute 
the outer solution. Inside the turning point region 
this approximation breaks down. The approxi
mation is invalid here, because neglected terms 
of equation (3) are now dominant, and anoth
er approximate equation is to be used. This will 
give us the inner or boundary layer solution. To 
determine the unknown constants (here: Rand 
7), inner and outer solution are asymptotically 
matched. 
For the matching it is necessary to determine the 
asymptotic behaviour of the outer solution in the 
limit X -t X o, and the boundary layer thickness 
(i. e., the appropriate local coordinate). 

From the limiting behaviour of the outer solution 

in the turning point region (see below), we can esti

mate the order of magnitude of the solution. From 

a balance of terms in the differential equation (3) 

it transpires that the turning point boundary lay

er is of thickness X - Xo = 0(£2/3), leading to a 

boundary layer variable ~ given by 


X = Xo + £2/3).-1~ 

where). is introduced for notational convenience 
later, and is given by 

).3 _ 2w2C6 (CoCb - UoUb _ .m) 
- (C6 - Ug)2 C6 - ug J4J' 

Since for £ -t 0 

a2(X) = a2(Xo + £2/3~) = 

_2£2/3 (Co~j =~~U6 _ ~) ,\-1~ + 0(£4/3e), 

we have 

11X wCa I {_~(_~)3/2 = -(,if ~ < 0 
- dX = 
£ XO C2 - U2 -i~e/2 = -i(, if ~ > 0 

where we introduced ( = ~ 1~13/2. The limiting 
behaviour for X t Xo is now given by 

no ( wCo ) 1/2 (9)¢ ~ £1/6 (_~)1/4 ,\(C~ - U~) 

x Jm(aor) e-im8 (ei( +Re-i() , 

while it is for X .J.. Xo given by 

no ( wCo ) 1/2 1 . 
(10)¢ ~ T £1/6~1/4 '\(C6 _ ug) e4"7rl 

x Jm(aor) e-im8 e-( . 

Since the boundary layer is relatively thin, also 
compared to the radial coordinate, the behaviour 
of the incident mode· remains rather unaffected in 
radial direction, and we can assume in the turning 
point region 

¢(x,r,B) = 'lj;(~)Jm(a(X)r) e-im8 e~ J~ C2~U2dX' 
Substitution in equation (3), and using the defini
tion of the Bessel equation, we arrive at 

(1 -~~) £2/3,\2J(aor)('lj;" - ~'lj;) = 0(£). 

So to leading order we have Airy's equation 

d2 'lj;
d~2 - ~'lj; = O. 

This has the general solution (Figure 2) 

'lj;(~) = aAi(~) + bBi(~), 

where a and b, parallel with R and T, are to be 
determined from matching. Using the asymptotic 
expressions (Eqs. 13, 14) for Airy functions, we find 
that for ~ large with 1 «: ~ «: C 2/ 3 , equation (10) 
matches the inner solution if 

_a_ e-( + b e( "" 
2..ji~1/4 ..ji~1/4 

no 17ri ( wCo ) 1/2 _( 
T £1/6~1/4 e4 '\(C6 _ ug) e. 
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Figure 2. Airy functions 

Since e( -+ 00, we can only have b = 0, and thus 

If -e is large with 1 «: -e «: C 2/ 3 we use the 
asymptotic expression (13), and find that equation 
(9) matches the inner solution if 

'" no ( wGo ) 1/2 

e1/ 6 ( -01/ 4 )'(G6 - ug) 
(e i ( +Re- i (), 

or 

So, finally, we have 

7=1, R=i. (11) 

The amplitudes of these reflection and transmis
sion coefficients could of course be guessed by con
servation of energy arguments. This is not the case 
with the phase. It appears that the wave reflects 
with a phase change of !7r, while the transmission 
is without phase change. 

5. Conclusions 

David Crighton played a small but crucial role in 
the final publication of the exact solution of the 
multiple scales problem of sound transmission in a 
slowly varying flow duct. 
A loose end in this problem was the transition 
through cut-on/cut-off. By this publication we 
hope to have amended this omission. 

Appendix 

Related to Bessel functions of order 1are the Airy 
functions Ai and Bi, solution of 

y" - xy = 0, (12) 

with the following asymptotic behaviour (introduce 
( = ~lxI3/2) 

(x -+ -00),
Ai(x) (13) 

(x -+ 00), 

(x -+ -00), 
(14) 

(x -+ 00). 
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